
     Name_______________________ 

Unit 13 Test Review- Chapter 11-1, 11-2 & 11-3  

  

1. Gregor Mendel concluded that traits are inherited through the passing of factors from 

______________ to _________________.  

2. The principle of dominance states that some alleles are ________________ and others are   

____________________.  

3. When Mendel crossed a homozygous tall plant with a homozygous short plant the F1 plants 

inherited an allele for ____________ from the ________ parent and an allele for 

_______________ from the ___________ parent.  

4. Gregor Mendel used pea plants to study the inheritance of _____________.  

5. When Mendel crossed true-breeding tall plants with true-breeding short plants, all  

offspring were tall because _____________________________________________. 

6. What are the chances of getting 3 consecutive tails when flipping a coin? __________ 

7. The principles of probability can be used to _______________ the outcomes of 

___________ crosses.  

8. When you flip a coin, what is the probability that it will come up tails? _________ 

9. What principle states that during gamete formation genes for different traits        

separate without influencing each other’s inheritance? _____________________________ 

    10. How many different allele combinations would be found in the gametes produced by     

a pea plant whose genotype was RrYY? __________ 

11. Inheritance in which one allele for a gene is not completely dominant over another 

allele for that gene, and a heterozygous condition would show as a blending of the two 

homozygous phenotypes is called ______________________________’ 

   12. A cross of black chicken (BB) with a white chicken (WW) which produces all offspring with both       

black and white feathers (BW). This type of inheritance is ______________ 

   13. What is the genotype of a true breeding organism? Heterozygous or Homozygous? _________ 

14. Mendel’s principles of genetics apply to what types of organisms? _______________ 

15. Variation in human skin color is an example of _____________________ 

 

Flower parts  

16. Male structure-  2 parts ____________________ 

17. Female structure-  3 parts __________________ 

18. Structure where pollen is produced ____________________ 

19. Brightly colored parts ____________________ 

20. Sticky portion on style _____________________ 

21. Long thin structures that support the anther ___________________ 

22.  Stalk on which pollen grows and extends down to ovaries ___________________ 

23. Flower part that contains one or more ovules __________________ 

 

24. The offspring produced from a parental cross __________________ 

25. Actual genetic make-up of an organism ______________    

26. Organism that has same alleles for a trait _____________________   

27.   Different forms of a gene __________________   



28. Physical characteristics of an organism _______________   

29. Unit (section of DNA) that determines a trait ________________   

30. The allele that is expressed ___________________     

31. Organism that has different alleles for a trait __________________  

32. The study of heredity _________________   

33. First cross in a series of crosses __________      

34. The allele that is hidden or covered up __________________   

35.  Type of heredity where both alleles are dominant _________________  

36. Type of heredity in where there are more than 2 possible alleles for a gene. _________ 

 

37. How many possible allele combinations for each individual?  

RrYY ________  RRYy_______ RrYy_______ RRyy_________ 

 

    Stem height        Seed color   Seed shape 

          T= tall   Y= yellow    R= round 

           t= short   y= green    r = wrinkled 

 

38. What is the phenotype for YY? _________Yy ________Rr__________ rr __________  

yy ____________ RR __________ tt__________ Tt __________ TT __________ 

39. How many letters in the genotypes of offspring in a one trait cross?______ 

 two trait? ________ three trait? _________ 

40. What is the genotype for homozygous tall? ______ homozygous short? _______ 

       Heterozygous tall? ___________ 

41. Describe the genotype in words for Rr _________________________    

       RR ________________________ rr _________________________ 

 

 42. Cross a homozygous short pea plant with a homozygous tall pea plant 
Is this a ‘single-trait’ or ‘two-trait cross? _________What is the parental cross? ___________   

       

 

 

 

     What is the phenotype ratio? 

 

 

 

 

     What is the genotype ratio?  

  

 

 

 

 



43. Cross a homozygous yellow, heterozygous round pea plant with a heterozygous 

yellow, homozygous wrinkled pea plant. 
Is this a ‘single-trait’ or ‘two-trait cross? _________ 

What is the parental cross? ______________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     What is the phenotype ratio? 

 

 

 

     What is the genotype ratio?  

  

 

 

 

    44. Cross a person with heterozygous A blood with a person who has O blood 
      What is the phenotype ratio? 

 

 

 

 
45. What are all the possible phenotypes for a cross between two white parakeets? 

 

 

 

 

46. What are all the possible phenotypes for a cross between a homozygous blue and a 

homozygous yellow parakeet?   

 

 

 

 

46.  Cross a white snapdragon with a red snapdragon 
What are the possible phenotypes?  

 

 

 

What are the possible genotypes? 


